
The ischemia in the stem of nerve fibers will cause a variety of neurological disorders. Blood flow of cauda equina has not been accurately measured because of its anatomical peculiarity and limited methodology. We have experimentally measured the blood flow of cauda equina by using a method of embolization of microspheres and evaluated the validity of that measurement. Seven monkeys were used in this experiment. I-125 labeled carbonized microspheres were injected into the left atrium and the reference blood sample was withdrawn from the femoral and axillary artery. After the animals were killed, organs and tissues were separated, weighed and each radioactivity was measured with well-type gamma counter. Then the blood flow was evaluated of cauda equina as well as other organs. The blood flow of cauda equina was measured 3.56±1.72 ml/min/100g. The blood flow of other organs measured simultaneously showed approximately same results reported by other authors, suggesting the validity of this experiment. The cauda equina as well as the spinal cord segments were histologically examined, showed the microspheric particles in the tissues proving the principles of the microsphere method.
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In preceding presentation we could not always obtain good correlation. This time observing in detail, we measured many portions of ventricle system and external CSF space as index in 35 cases of ventricular dilatation. Acquired value of measurement was converted into score in comparision with normal range that we obtained by means of measuring normal cases. Some indices that had good correlation with diagnoses by RI-cisternography (RI) were selected. They were the ratio of width of temporal horn and distance between bilateral bodies of lateral ventricle, width of Sylvian fissure and the number of sulci. Adding 2 other indices that indicated ventricular dilatation, total score was established. CT findings were classified into 3 patterns (NPH, intermediate and atrophy) by total score. And CT diagnoses were compared with diagnoses by RI. The result was as follows. Most of cases diagnosed as NPH by CT were also diagnosed as NPH by RI. In atrophy similar result was obtained. But in intermediate only about a half of cases diagnosed by CT were also diagnosed as the same pattern by RI, and the rest were NPH and atrophy. It was suggested that at least the cases diagnosed as NPH by CT were almost NPH, but there being the cases of NPH not to be diagnosed as NPH by CT, RI was essential to diagnose NPH.
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Quantitative evaluation of radionuclide cisternography has been attempted using computer system. Count rate density (cpm/pixel) in ROIs settled on the cisterna magna, basal cistern, parasagittal region and lateral ventricle were recorded at 3, 6, 24 and 48 hours after intrathecal administration of 1 mci In-111 DTPA. The activities in each times were plotted in arithmetic ordinate against logarithmic time axis. Based on these curves, peak time, peak to peak time (between different ROIs), infalow gradient (Ii), outflow gradient (Io) and CSF flow index (Ii/Io) were defined. Peak time and peak to peak time were very useful for quantitative estimation of the radionuclide cisternography. Moreover, it might be suggested that the CSF flow index at the parasagittal region was capable for quantitative evaluation of the resistance to cerebrospinal fluid absorption.
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